Through proven design principles and best practices, Infrastructure Foundation Jumpstart enables a secure and well-governed environment for application migration, modernization, and innovation at enterprise-scale in Azure. 3Cloud is recognized by Microsoft as the top Azure partner in the world.

Our purpose-built Azure foundations are tailored to our client’s specific business and technical requirements and are designed to provide lasting, scalable environments for current and future IT needs.

Why It Matters
An Azure environment enables you to meet your business goals and allows for rapid innovation. The Infrastructure Foundation Jumpstart engagement begins by partnering with our clients to gain a thorough understanding of their unique objectives. We’ve helped clients respond to a wide variety of business events and pave the way for innovation updates.

Respond to Critical Business Events
• Datacenter exits
• Mergers and acquisitions
• End of support for mission-critical technologies
• Regulatory compliance changes
• New data sovereignty requirements

Prepare for Innovation Activities
• Preparing for and building new technical capabilities
• Scaling to meet market or geographic demands
• Improving customer experiences and engagements
• Transforming products or services to meet customer needs

3Cloud client Virtus Partners increased their overall environment size and increased capacity by 20%, and more importantly saved 21% annually over their previous data center hosting fees. Their new environment positions them to address their growth challenges and meet their business demands quickly and effectively.
How It Works

During this 8-12 week engagement, 3Cloud’s infrastructure experts work directly with clients to align expectations and requirements, conduct discovery and design sessions, deploy resources and services, advise on best practices and industry standards, and provide detailed documentation.

Included Key Deliverables

• Working Azure Hybrid Environment
• As-built Environment Documentation
  ○ Platform Reference Architecture Diagrams
  ○ Azure Virtual Network Diagrams
• Role-based Access Control Design and Implementation
• Workshops and Knowledge Transfer

Additional Deliverable Available Upon Request

• Infrastructure as Code

94% of all enterprises use some form of cloud services.

48% of all businesses store classified and most important data in the cloud.

75% of all enterprises list cloud security as a top concern.

Infrastructure Foundation Jumpstart may be eligible for Microsoft funding.

Why 3Cloud

3Cloud is your one accountable partner to deliver Azure infrastructure, data and analytics, and application development with the fastest time to value from our experience, tools, and accelerators. 3Cloud is the largest pure-play Azure partner in the ecosystem with unequaled expertise in Azure. We have hundreds of Azure experts, including MVPs and Fast Track Solution Architects, with thousands of hours implementing cutting edge solutions with Microsoft’s most advanced technology.